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Viewing aerial and satellite photography is an interesting and surprisingly productive use of mobile devices. This includes things like making business trips more efficient and leisure trips more entertaining. This section discusses how to download, install and use the Google Earth for Android application. This includes the
many different ways that Google Earth for Android can be used. The honeymoon period for any new app, product or service is usually quite short. When the user is first introduced to the new app, he is usually presented with a compelling reason to learn the product or app. This section discusses the unique advantages

that Google Earth for Android has over other software for mobile devices. Although Google Earth for Android is only available for a limited time period, it has a lot going for it. If you want to send your content to places that support KMZ files, you can use the Google Earth Enterprise Server (GEE Server) to create a "shared
folder" for KMZ files to be stored. Simply upload your KMZ files to the shared folder and point the browsers of visitors to your location to that shared folder. You can also keep your KMZ files in Google Maps for added convenience. (If you're interested in learning more about using Google Earth, see Google Earth Support .)

The Web 2.0 and 3.0 architectures are modeled after the World Wide Web and the JavaScript programming language. If your placemarks reference Web sites, these can be updated for the latest to Google's Map API. Don't forget to include your content in the HTML. Google Earth will automatically add a link to the Web
site.
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